Simplified gene synthesis: a one-step approach to PCR-based gene construction.
PCR-based gene synthesis conventionally requires two steps: first, all overlapping oligonucleotides are assembled by self-priming; then an additional pair of primers is used to amplify the full-length gene product. Here we propose a simplified method of gene synthesis which combines these two steps into one. We have found that the efficiency of this one-step method, which we term "Simplified Gene Synthesis", is affected by multiple parameters of the PCR reactions. In particular, the choice of polymerase is critical for successful one-step assembly. Other important factors include the concentration of assembly oligonucleotides and amplification primers. Moreover, we offer a general method to estimate, given a known mutation rate, how many clones should be sequenced in order to be confident of obtaining at least one correct gene product. Having determined the accuracy of gene products synthesized under optimal conditions with Simplified Gene Synthesis, we show that our estimation works well. Overall, the simplified gene synthesis provides an easier and more efficient approach to gene synthesis, providing a further step towards the future goal of generalized automation for this process.